ASSITEJ Artistic Gathering 2015

hosted by „Augenblick mal!“ Festival in Berlin (Germany)

21 – 26 April 2015
50 years of ASSITEJ
Hosting the Jubilee
What we worked for – what we achieved

• exchange among artists
• a celebration of 50 years of ASSITEJ in cooperation with ASSITEJ France
• curiosity that reaches out across borders
• intergenerational exchange
• visibility for ASSITEJ and its work on a national and international level
Welcoming the world
Berlin as a stopover on our journey to Cape Town

• Invitation to Birmingham  ASSITEJ Germany and the KJTZ hosted two workshops in Birmingham

• Invitation to Cape Town  Great interest in this World Congress and festival is visible in our large delegation

• Invitation to co-operate across borders  Three co-productions and one production from Germany are part of the programme as well as an artistic platform for TYA hosted by Goethe-Institut South Africa
International celebrations
From Heritage to Future – supported by the EC
ASSITEJ France and the UNESCO
ASSITEJ Artistic Gathering 2015

Statistics

• 528 participants from 53 countries
• 36 Next Generation participants from developing countries, average age 23
• Local partners and public events for all global networks
• Budget: 500,000 €
EC Meeting in Berlin
Next Generation
We started discussions that are still going on

- Fair cooperation between the global south and the global north
- A new dialogue across generations of artists in TYA all over the world
- Accessibility of theatre - creating new pathways into theatre for everyone
- Networking regionally, nationally and internationally
Let’s meet again at national, international and regional festivals in Germany:

Wildwechsel 21-24 Sept. 2017 [wildwechsel-festival.de]

Panoptikum 23-28 January 2018 [festival-panoptikum.de]

Schöne Aussicht 5-13 May 2018 [jes-stuttgart.de]

Westwind 12 – 19 May 2018 [westwind-festival.de]

Augenblick mal! 2019 [augenblickmal.de]